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Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens are located in marshland on the east shore of the 
Anacostia River of Washington, B.C. The gardens are composed of a series of 
irregularly sized and shaped ponds, formed by diking parts of the Anacostia 
River flood plain, a wetland habitat of swamp marshes.

In all, about 75 varieties of lily are on display at the gardens. In mid- 
June the hardy, day-blooming lilies are at their peak; in July and August, 
the night-blooming tropical water lilies open.

Among a number of unusual exotic water lilies is the giant water platter 
Victoria Cruziana,with immense leaves, up to 6'in diameter capable of 
floating a small child. Two ancient lotus plants were germinated at the 
Aquafe^e Gardens in. 1951. The seeds were unearthed in an ancient lakebed 
near P'u-lan-tien, Manchuria, by a Japanese Botanist in the 1920's. 
Estimates on the age of the seeds have varied widely; Carbon-14 tests, and 
geological and historical evidence indicate that the seeds in this deposit 
germinated at about 1,900 years.

The Kenilwortix Aquatic Gardens also house 40 other species of pond and 
marginal plants, including poppy, bamboo, water-hyacinth and a number of 
native trees. The gardens also grow swamp-marsh plants such as wild rice, 
cattail, loosestrife and cardinal flower.

The area is also a refuge for waterfowl, fish and forest animals. Least 
bitterns, longbilled marshwrens, heron and red winged blackbirds nest in the 
marsh. Muskrat> raccoon and opposum are active inhabitants as well as a 
variety of frogs and toads.

The extent of the gardens remains essentially unchanged from 1938, the year 
they ceased operation as a commercial enterprise and became part of the 
National Park System. Some dikes have been added-inside the two largest pools 
in the northwest section to facilitate their use with limited personnel., 

^Another addition of seven tiny pools was also constructed in the marshy area 
Ĵ along the southwest corner. These jninbr alterations are indicated in red
on the sketch map. The first three ponds Shaw began with are marked in green, 
The entire pond area is included since it was the growth of the gardens 
throughout the 1882-1938 period which contributes to the significance of 
Shaw's work and discoveries. Recreational structures like picnic areas, 
restrooms, and new greenhouses are not included in this designation.
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INDIVIDUAL STRUCTURES

Directly southwest of the gardens themselves are the original administration building 
and two original greenhouses. These three structures were used by W.B. Shaw and 
Helen Shaw Fowler in their commercial aquatic plant operations. The buildings are 
valuable in the interpretation of the site as an early aquatic plant business. The 
Administration Building is now used by the National Park Service as an interpretive 
center for visitors to the Gardens. The two original greenhouses are especially 
used in the wintertime to show visitors living aquatic plants when there are none 
growing in the pools of the garden. The greenhouses are also used for the prop 
agation and winter carryover of tropical water lilies used in the aquatic pools and 
at various pools in the National Capital Region of the Park Service. These three 
simple structures constitute a harmonious architectural setting and illustrate the 
original Shaw operation.

1. Administration Building

This small board and batten building consists of a two story central portion with 
shed-like wings extending out on three sides to the southeast, the southwest, and 
the northwest. The central, two-story portion contains public restrooms accessible 
from the northeast exterior side and is crowned by a simple gable roof. The building 
is painted brown with white trim. The doorway on the southwest side is reached by 
two concrete steps. Incised in the concrete of the second step is: "W.B. Shaw, 
1912". This dates the building.

2. North Greenhouse

This greenhouse is built into the side of a hill. It consists of three distinct 
parts: a large greenhouse room, an adjoining, smaller greenhouse room with shed 
roof, and an adjoining wooden shed containing the heating boiler for the greenhouse. 
The larger greenhouse room consists of concrete walls to accommodate the interior 
concrete waterponds and a roof once covered with panes of glass but now covered 
with translucent plastic. Vandals have torn holes in the plastic roof. The roof 
structure supporting the plastic roofing material is of wood and metal bars and is 
in poor condition. The smaller, shed roof, greenhouse room is attached to the 
southwest side of the larger greenhouse room. This smaller room is entered by its 
own door on the northwest side facing the water ponds. The larger greenhouse room 
is reached by the shed-like board and batten extension on the side facing the water 
ponds. This shed extension is of identical construction as the Administration 
Building. It contains a small, wooden flight of stairs giving access to the large
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greenhouse room. The interior of each greenhouse room consists of concrete floors 
and concrete tanks around the side walls and back containing the water plants. 
The roof structure of the smaller greenhouse room is also in poor condition. The 
whole building dates from 1913.

3. South Greenhouse

The south greenhouse is a long narrow, one-story structure built into the side of 
a gently sloping hill. Its foundations and walls are of concrete to accommodate 
the water tanks within. It is also covered by translucent plastic. Vandals have 
ripped holes in the plastic. To the northwest end facing the water ponds is 
attached a board and batten wooden shed extension of the same construction style as 
the Administration Building. The greenhouse room itself is entered through this 
shed extension which also contains the heating boiler. The interior of the long 
greenhouse room consists of a concrete floor and long concrete water tanks on each 
side to hold the aquatic plants. The roofing beams are of wood with metal bars 
and are in poor condition. The greenhouse dates from 1913.

4. Exterior Tank

To the rear of the south greenhouse is a concrete, rectangular water lily tank 
dating from the same period.
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Although Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens are locally important today as a part of 
Washington's Park System its greater significance lies in its contribution 
to the botanical study and development of water plants and gardens under the 
direction of its founder, W.B.Shaw and his daughter, L.Helen Fowler, It 
continues today as a noted water garden under the National Park Service.

The Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens are situated on the east shore of the 
Anacostia River in the northeast section of Washington, D.C., about seven 
miles upstream from the Anacostia 1 s junction with the Potomae River. 
After the Civil War, 37 acres of this land was bought as a farm by W.B. 
Shaw, a war veteran who had come to Washington tot06rk in the Treasury 
Department. Shaw pursued his hobby, jtthe growing of water lilies, on the 
marshy sections of his land. He imported 12 hardy American white lilies 
from his native Maine and grew them in an abandoned ice pond.. As the lilies 
thrived, Shaw dug more ponds and began to experiment in hybridization. In 
1912, Shaw and his daughter, Helen Shaw Fowler began to sell their lilies 
Commercially and daily shipped thousands of hand-picked lilies, of 63 
different varieties, to Chicago, Boston, and New York. During his lifetime, 
Shaw was responsible for developing many new varieties of lily, among them 
the Pink Opal and the W.B.Shaw and the Helen Fowler water lily varieties, 
all still grown commercially today. The "Shaw Gardens" produced lilies 
available nowhere else in the country in the marsh's 35 different types of 
soil.

Mrs. Fowler who ran the business after Mr. Shaw's death in 1921, agreed to 
permit,the public to view the lilies on Sunday mornings during the height 
of the season. During the 1920's and 30's visitors numbered as many as 
B-6,000 per day. Even though it was one of the largest lily farms in the 
world, the Shaw property was particularly attractive because it had been 
left almost entirely in its natural state.

In 1924 Mrs. Fowler was persuaded to permit local residents to attempt to 
have the ponds brought under public ownership; among their most enthusiastic 
supporters was Mrs. Calvin Coolidge, who along with President and Mrs. 
Wilson, was a frequent visitor to the gardens.
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Initial attempts for government purchase were unsuccessful, and in 1929 a 
court decree was required to prevent their outright condemnation and 
destruction by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers while dredging the Anacostia 
River. The issue of purchase was revived in March 1937, by the Kenilworth 
Citizens Association in hearings before the House Sub-Committee on Appropria 
tions. In 1938, the gardens were purchased from Mrs. Fowler by the Federal 
Government for $15,000.

The Shaw Gardens, renamed the Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens after purchase, 
continue to be important. Still botanically important, the Gardens are also 
significant for their holdings of large fish, reptiles and amphibians, and 
their tropical growth. Area schools and colleges and universities use the 
Gardens for field trips and instruction for their biology and botany classes,
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